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Rapid evolution of
powertrain systems
New development tools and methods are enabling manufacturers to improve the
processes used to produce adequate full vehicle simulations for powertrain validation
Customer expectations for
performance and safety,
combined with continually
increasing requirements for
emissions and fuel economy, have
changed the automobile product.
As a result, the process of
developing an automobile has also
changed. Driven by these demands,
the automobile has evolved from
a mostly mechanical/hydraulic
system, to a complex mechatronic
system with advanced sensors and
actuators, coupled to sophisticated
networks of software distributed
across multiple ECUs. And while
the complexity of these products
has increased, the time it takes to

develop them has not. Clearly, the
tools used to design and validate
these products must also evolve to
allow continued innovation without
sacrificing the quality of the system.
One example of this evolution is
Dynacar from Tecnalia. As Spain’s
largest private research corporation,
Tecnalia is dedicated to applied
research and development, and
features a group focused on
powertrain and vehicle electronics
R&D. Recently, this group
announced the release of Dynacar,
a parameterized, full vehicle
modeling environment designed
specifically to develop the software
and components of electric

GKN test cell: Dynacar real-time simulations are used to mechanically
simulate multiple powertrain scenarios for a single component under test

powertrain systems, IC engine
systems, and hybrids.
Using Dynacar, powertrain
engineers can easily create a
real-time model of any four-wheel
powertrain system by configuring
their powertrain architectures and
filling in the parameters for each
component to implement an
accurate representation of the
component’s dynamic behavior.
Developers construct their specific
vehicles by virtually assembling the
powertrain components including
batteries, power inverters, electric
motors, internal combustion
engines, clutches, gear boxes,
torque converters and drivelines.

In addition, by using the Dynacar
model, developers can assess the
effects of the longitudinal and lateral
vehicle dynamics on the powertrain
system by adding parameters for
aerodynamics, weight distribution,
suspension, wheels and tires. Unlike
other vehicle dynamics modeling
environments, Dynacar models
provide a balance between
simulation fidelity, real-time
execution performance, and input
parameter detail that is optimized
for powertrain software and
component prototyping and
validation. With this balance,
engineers in a variety of powertrain
development roles can realize the
benefits of full vehicle simulation
with reasonable effort.
Dynacar was developed to
reduce the effort needed to
produce adequate full vehicle
simulations for powertrain validation,
but engineers can also replace
components of Dynacar models
with models from other
environments to increase the
accuracy or fidelity of specific
subsystems. For example, gearbox
manufacturers can link their specific
components and/or software
models with the input/output
variables computed in Dynacar.
With more than a dozen modeling
environments and programming
languages supported in real-time
execution, this capability ensures
that a highly realistic simulation of a
customer’s specific system can
always be achieved.
Once the customer-specific
model has been created, trade
studies can be easily conducted to
determine the real efficiency
estimation, vehicle drivability, and
performance assessment, in either
autonomous mode or using a

HIL test system: the advanced Dynacar models can be executed by engineers
in real time in order to create accurate hardware-in-the-loop test systems

driver-in-the-loop interface with the
included 3D animation environment.
Dynacar was initially designed to
help powertrain engineers create
real-time executable models that
can be used across the complete
development cycle. In addition to
pure simulations (model-in-the-loop
testing), Dynacar can be combined
with National Instruments PXI
hardware and NI VeriStand software
to implement ECU validation using
hardware-in-the-loop testing or with
the INERTIA add-on for NI VeriStand
to create powertrain-in-the-loop
(PTIL) test systems.
Engineers need PTIL test systems
to keep up with the increasing
complexity of powertrain systems.
Traditional mechanical test benches
commonly use fixed speed and
torque stimuli, which can prove
insufficient, particularly when
powertrain trade studies are

conducted and the torque demand
for a given cycle is not available.
Additionally, this aspect of
powertrain development presents
an opportunity to update practices
to keep pace with the rapid
evolution of powertrain systems by
moving to dynamic testing methods
that can provide increased accuracy
and development efficiency.
Using Dynacar to implement PTIL
test systems, engineers can easily
replace one or more of the
components in the simulated
powertrain with the actual
component coupled to the real-time
simulation via dynamometer and
hydraulic actuation systems in openor closed-loop configurations.
Dynacar generates stimulus profiles
automatically and accurately in real
time, and can evaluate the extreme
condition points for the component
or system under test.

Dynacar technology features a highly configurable animation environment that
provides engineers with visualization and driver-in-the-loop testing capabilities

Model configuration: a virtual rolling chassis is created by assembling
parameterized models of the powertrain components and subsystems

With this capability, component
suppliers can conduct customerspecific tests on their components
interacting in different powertrain
systems by simply changing the
model. For example, a driveline
system manufacturer can use a
single mechanical test system to
test its operation with multiple
combinations of wheels,
transmissions, and motors by
simply switching the models in
the real-time simulation.
This reduces costs by isolating
relevant parts of the design for
testing while other parts of the
mechanical system can be
simulated. It also allows engineers
to test earlier, prior to all system
components being available; test
more accurately compared with
static test profiles; and test more
efficiently through the dynamic
generation of test stimulus.
GKN Driveline engineers in Spain
are using Dynacar to define key
parameters of the complete electric
drive, such as the optimum gear
ratio, regenerative braking
management, and different hybrid
strategies. Once prototypes are
available, the electric drive, gearbox,
and drive shafts are tested in their
advanced e-drive laboratory using
the Dynacar real-time model
embedded on an NI PXI controller.
By combining the Dynacar model
with an advanced test bench,
GKN Driveline engineers reduce
development time because they
can test the complete electric

powertrain in multiple cases that
deal with not only longitudinal, but
also lateral dynamics. This reduces
prototype track testing costs. Trade
studies can be implemented by
changing the vehicle architecture in
the real-time Dynacar model, for
example, switching from a fully
electric powertrain to a hybrid one.
In addition to the lab at GKN
Driveline, Dynacar has been used
for the development of vehicle
systems in different R&D projects
with OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers.
Several laboratories, including
the City Car electric vehicle
development laboratory, are
currently using Dynacar.
Tools and methods must evolve
to stay ahead of the rapid growth in
powertrain complexity. By using a
full vehicle model with the flexibility
to balance between simulation
accuracy and input parameter
effort, and enabling PTIL testing
with integrated drive cycles and
driver-in-the-loop capabilities,
engineers are achieving the
increased efficiency and testing
accuracy they need to meet this
challenge.
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